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In two studies we assessed whether simple surface-level textual features of fictional works predict their
appeal to readers. Specifically, we focused on the potential role of emotional valence and arousal, the
presence of affective themes (i.e., sex, religion, and death), and word concreteness and frequency. In
Study 1, we compiled a corpus of 1,471 short stories posted to a creative writing website along with
ratings of these stories by readers. Using word lexicons we quantified the textual features of these stories,
and then examined whether any of these features predicted ratings using correlation and mixed-effects
regression. The presence of abstract, negatively valenced, and commonly used words predicted higher
story ratings, with sexual content having a negative impact on ratings. In Study 2, we extended this
investigation by examining how textual features relate to appeal for one central aspect of fiction: its
characters. A sample of 207 undergraduates wrote brief character sketches, and another group of students
rated the depicted characters based on interest, likability, and complexity (n � 144). As revealed in
correlations and mixed-effects regressions, characters described with abstract, negative, and arousing
words tended to be rated as more interesting and complex. In contrast, characters described with positive
and calm words tended to be more likable. Our results succeed in tying specific surface-level textual
features to the appeal of stories and characters, highlighting the importance of affect words and
abstractness.
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Examining works of fiction has typically been the domain of
literary criticism. However, over the past several decades, psychol-
ogists and linguists have begun to examine the nature of texts
using quantitative and computational methods (Mahlberg, 2007).
For example, computational advances now allow for the analysis
of large corpora of texts, such as examining textual features to
study the characteristics of a given genre, writer, or literary period
(Semino & Short, 2004). One aspect of fiction is its appeal, which
has been an important consideration in literary criticism. To date,
however, the question of why some works of fiction are more
appealing than others has not often been addressed with quantita-
tive methods. There are likely many features of fiction that engage
readers, and these also likely depend on contextual factors as well

as individual factors (e.g., motivation, expectations). Despite the
complexity of literary appeal, there may be observable consisten-
cies in which textual features predict appeal across many different
texts and readers. The current set of studies examines whether
surface-level textual features—such as emotional words and
themes, word concreteness, and word frequency—predict the ap-
peal of short stories and fictional characters.

Emotional Words and Themes

Emotion is central to the experience of narrative fiction
(Frijda, 1989; Mar, Oatley, Djikic, & Mullin, 2011; Tan, 1995),
with researchers arguing that good stories must succeed in both
arousing and resolving readers’ emotions (Brewer & Lichten-
stein, 1982). Accordingly, references to any objects or events
that elicit primary emotions—such as surprise, fear, happiness,
and disgust—are thought to be interesting (Schank, 1979).
However, certain types of emotional responses may be more or
less related to literary appeal, such as valence (i.e., positive or
negative emotions) and arousal (i.e., intensity of emotion; Lang,
Greenwald, Bradley, & Hamm, 1993).

In terms of emotional valence, it seems intuitive that readers
would enjoy stories that elicit positive responses, such as feeling
happy or pleased (Bryant & Zillmann, 1984; Zillmann & Cantor,
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1977). Individuals tend to seek out media content to manage their
moods, listening to joyful music or watching comedies when they
wish to feel better, for example (Carpentier et al., 2008; Knobloch
& Zillmann, 2002). Based on this research, stories that include
references to positively valenced content may be appealing be-
cause they can improve a bad mood or maintain a good one.

The relation between media and emotion is not so simple,
however, as people can also enjoy media that elicits negative
emotions. Igartua (2010) and Oliver (1993) found that when par-
ticipants elected to view a dramatic or sad film, the more nega-
tively they felt while watching the film, the more they reported
enjoying it. This has been observed for various forms of art and
media, and this seeming paradox has generated a wealth of dis-
cussion among researchers (Eerola, Vuoskoski, Peltola, Putkinen,
& Schäfer, 2018; Menninghaus et al., 2017; Oliver & Raney,
2011). Within literature, the notion that negative emotional content
can be enjoyable or appealing seems to be reflected in the proto-
typical content of stories. Conflict (in either the domains of love or
politics) is a universal property of narratives found across different
cultures and geographies (Hogan, 1997). Novelists also tend to
elaborate on negative rather than positive events, since stories that
lack tension or conflict are considered boring and unsuccessful
(Fiedler, 1982). Accordingly, literary writers appear to be preoc-
cupied with negative emotions. A linguistic analysis of interviews
with eminent writers found that they used more negative emotion
words when describing their work, as compared to eminent phys-
icists (Djikic, Oatley, & Peterson, 2006). Negatively valenced
story content thus appears to be prevalent and may be experienced
as enjoyable or appealing, when readers are in the right mood for
this type of content.

In addition to valence, the intensity or level of arousal for
elicited emotions may influence a story’s appeal. In stories, highly
arousing experiences like violence or sex, or arousing topics like
religion and death, are hypothesized to be particularly interesting
(Kintsch, 1980). One study into this possibility measured emo-
tional arousal by way of heart-rate variability (Wallentin et al.,
2011). Participants rated the emotional valence and arousal of
passages while reading the fairytale, “The Ugly Duckling.” Based
on these ratings, the researchers identified the most emotionally
intense parts of the story, both positive and negative in valence
(e.g., the duckling being bullied, the duckling turning into a swan).
These emotionally intense passages were associated with increased
heart rate variability for participants who listened to the story,
suggesting that both positive and negative events can be intense or
arousing. Furthermore, there is some evidence that arousal relates
to a story’s appeal. Nell (1988) noted that when participants read
story passages they reported enjoying, they exhibited increases in
heart rate and respiration (although the effect was small). Impor-
tantly, arousal is frequently confounded with valence, since neg-
ative content tends to be more arousing than positive content
(Anderson et al., 2003; Bradley, Codispoti, Cuthbert, & Lang,
2001). For this reason, it is important to examine the unique effects
of valence and arousal when investigating the appeal of emotional
content in works of narrative fiction.

Word-Level Features

In addition to emotional content, the appeal of fiction might
depend on word-level features, such as word concreteness. To

examine the characteristics of high-quality poetry, Kao and Juraf-
sky (2012) compared the textual features of poems written by
professional poets with those by amateurs. The use of concrete
words was among the most reliable predictors of poems written by
professionals. This finding is consistent with advice frequently
disseminated to writers to “show not tell” (i.e., to demonstrate
through action and example, rather than baldly stating a thesis or
idea). It also reflects the degree to which Imagism has influenced
poetry (i.e., using concrete images to convey deeper meanings;
Kao & Jurafsky, 2012; Perkins, 1976; Pound, 1913). In fiction, the
presence of concrete words could indicate that the narrative is
being developed through the description of events, allowing read-
ers to generate their own impressions of characters and interpre-
tations of the plot. By way of contrast, the presence of abstract
words suggests that generalizations and interpretations are pro-
vided for the reader. Since clichéd writing is thought to contain
generalizations, too much abstract content might result in unorig-
inal or uninteresting stories (Burroway, 2007; Kao & Jurafsky,
2012). Furthermore, investigations into the effects of word con-
creteness on memory show that abstract words are harder to recall,
perhaps because concrete words facilitate imagery, which in turn
aids memorability (Paivio, 1966; Walker & Hulme, 1999). The
imagery generated by concrete language might also be particularly
pleasurable, helping readers to become transported into the story
(Gerrig, 1993; Green & Brock, 2000; Green, Brock, & Kaufman,
2004).

The use of unique or distinctive language might also contribute
to a story’s appeal. This type of language may be captured by word
frequency, or how frequently a word is used within a language. In
the case of poetry, the presence of original or uncommon words
does not appear to be an important predictor of high-quality texts,
since poems using low-frequency (less common) words are not
any more likely to be written by professional poets than amateurs
(Kao & Jurafsky, 2012). However, in a story, the presence of less
frequent words could indicate that a writer is using language
creatively, portraying the characters and plot events in a unique
way. Indeed, the creative use of language in short stories seems to
capture attention and impact aesthetic responses, making the sto-
ries appear more striking and emotionally evocative (Miall &
Kuiken, 1994). These effects might emerge because novel or
distinctive stimuli (including words) tend to attract attention and
elicit emotional arousal (Sokolov, 1963; Johnston, Hawley, Plewe,
Elliott, & DeWitt, 1990). Given the hypothesized importance of
emotion in fiction (e.g., Brewer & Lichtenstein, 1982), the pres-
ence of uncommon or less frequent words in narrative fiction
might contribute to its appeal.

The Present Study

The current set of studies uses corpus linguistic methods to
determine whether simple textual features that reflect some possi-
ble qualities of good fiction are related to the appeal of short
stories and fictional characters (i.e., emotional valence and arousal,
affective themes, and concrete or uncommon words). In Study 1,
we collected a corpus of short stories submitted to an amateur
writing website and used word lexicons to quantify the presence of
these textual features in these short stories. Ideal for our purposes,
users of this site also provided ratings for the submitted stories. To
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assess whether the textual features reflect content that readers find
appealing, we examined their ability to predict story ratings.

In Study 2, we sought to replicate and extend our findings by
focusing on characters, which are central to works of fiction
(Gardner, 1984). Participants created brief character sketches, or
descriptions of characters, which were then rated on three dimen-
sions: liking, interest, and complexity. We examined whether the
textual features of these character sketches could predict these
ratings, focusing again on emotional valence and arousal, word
concreteness, and word frequency.1

Study 1

Method

Short story corpus. We constructed a corpus of short stories
from the same writing website used by Kao and Jurafsky (2012) to
construct their corpus of amateur poetry (http://www.amateur-
writing.com/stories2). Because this study relied on analyzing ar-
chival data posted on a public website, we did not seek research
ethics approval. At the time of our search, the website had 1,471
standalone short stories available. We included any story from any
genre that was within a predetermined range of 1,000–2,600
words, had a rating available, and was read by at least 40 people.
A sample of 172 stories met these selection criteria, containing a
total of 96,872 words. The stories covered a variety of genres,
including action, adventure, comedy, drama, erotic, fantasy, hor-
ror, mystery, romance, and science fiction. Stories had a mean
length of 1,648.40 words (SD � 413.04), and ranged from 1,001–
2,600 words. Each story was read by a mean number of 128 people
(SD � 160.66), with a range of 41–1,070 readers. Stories were
rated on a scale from one–five stars, with more stars indicating
more favorable evaluations. The website did not provide instruc-
tions on how to rate stories, so we could not assess what criteria
readers were using (e.g., compelling characters, interesting plot, or
high-quality writing). However, we presume this rating reflects a
global evaluation (e.g., akin to that for GoodReads, IMDB, or
Yelp!). The mean rating was 4.01 (SD � 0.86, Range � 1–5).
There were no restrictions on who could post, read, and rate
stories, and so we could not guarantee that stories were only rated
once by a reader.

Textual feature lexicons. We applied six lexicons to assess
the textual features of the stories. Overall sentiment was assessed
using a database of 14,000 English words that were rated sepa-
rately for valence and arousal using a 9-point scale (Warriner,
Kuperman, & Brysbaert, 2013). Ratings were provided by online
samples, crowdsourced from anywhere in the United States on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. To assess valence, participants rated
a set of words on the degree to which the words made them feel
positive emotions on one end (e.g., happy, pleased) and negative
emotions on the other (e.g., unhappy, annoyed). Words rated highest
on valence were happiness and fantastic, with the lowest-rated words
being pedophile and rapist. For arousal, a different set of participants
indicated the degree to which the words made them feel excited or
uncontrolled on one end and calm or bored on the other. Words rated
highest on arousal were insanity and rampage, with the lowest-arousal
words being grain and dull.

To determine whether the concreteness of words in the stories
contributed to their appeal, we used concreteness ratings compiled

from over 37,000 words (Brysbaert, Warriner, & Kuperman,
2014). These ratings were also crowdsourced from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. Participants rated words on a 5-point scale,
indicating the degree to which the words were concrete (i.e.,
experience-based, or directly experienced through the senses) or
abstract (i.e., language-based, or having meanings that can be
defined but not directly experienced). Words scoring highest on
concreteness included apple and daisy, and some of the lowest-
scoring words were essentialness and spirituality. To assess word
frequency for evidence of lexical diversity, we used frequency
scores for 51 million words compiled from an online corpus of
film and TV program scripts (Brysbaert & New, 2009). Lowest
frequency words from this lexicon included adages and ornerier,
with some of the highest frequency words being is and have.

Finally, to evaluate whether stories containing arousing events
or controversial topics would be more compelling, we used three
categories from the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software
(LIWC; Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 2001). The LIWC is a
textual analysis program that includes over 4,500 words related to
affective, social, and cognitive processes. For this study, we ex-
amined the categories for sex, religion, and death. Each word from
each story received a binary score based on whether it belonged to
each of these categories, as identified by the LIWC.

Statistical analyses. First, we examined correlations between
each story’s rating and its textual features. Because score distri-
butions were nonparametric, we used Spearman rank-order corre-
lations. To determine the unique effects of the textual features on
ratings, we fitted a linear mixed-effects regression model. With
ratings as our response variable, we examined valence, arousal,
concreteness, frequency, and LIWC category (i.e., sexual, religion,
or death) as predictors. In our model, we also included story length
and number of readers, to control for their effects on ratings. To
account for the same words having the same valence, arousal,
concreteness, frequency, and LIWC membership scores, we spec-
ified word as a random effect in our model. After the initial model
was fitted, we removed data points with scaled residuals that were
more than 2.5 standard deviations away from the predicted values
(approximately 2% of the data), to attenuate the influence of
outliers. To gauge effect sizes, we plotted partial effects for each
predictor (or fixed effect). These plots are provided in Section A in
the online supplemental materials (which can be accessed at https://
mfr.ca-1.osf.io/render?url�https://osf.io/kd8sq/?action�download
%26mode�render). By way of effect-size, we report a measure of
the difference in the value of the rating variable when it is esti-
mated for the smallest and largest values of each predictor, which
indicates how a maximal change in the predictor in a given word
affects the rating. Analyses were conducted using the lmer package
(Bates et al., 2015) in the statistical platform R.

1 The personality traits for these participants and the relation between
their characteristics (i.e., reading and writing habits, personality, and
perspective-taking tendencies) and the ratings of the characters they cre-
ated have been reported elsewhere.

2 This website is no longer online, but an archive of it can be accessed
and browsed at: https://web.archive.org/web/20150511092213/http://www
.amateur-writing.com/stories/.
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Results

Stories had a mean valence rating of 5.77 (SD � 1.20; with
higher scores indicating a more positive emotion), a mean arousal
rating of 3.95 (SD � 0.95; with higher scores indicating greater
arousal), mean concreteness rating of 3.15 (SD � 1.12), and a
mean frequency score of 57,097.69 (SD � 97,390.38; the number
of times a word appears in the corpus, with higher scores indicat-
ing a higher frequency). Across all stories, there were 1,318 words
related to sex, 537 words related to religion, and 492 words related
to death.

The textual features were then correlated with one another (see
Table 1). Stories with more negatively valenced words tended to
contain more arousing and concrete words, and less frequently
occurring words. They also contained more words related to death.
In turn, the presence of words about death in stories was related to
the presence of religious words. Stories with more arousing words
contained more concrete words, less frequently occurring words,
and more words related to affective themes (i.e., sex, religion,
death). Finally, stories with more concrete words tended to have
less frequently occurring words. These correlations suggest that it
is useful to examine the unique effects of the textual features on
ratings, controlling for the influence of the other features.

Correlations between textual features and ratings.
Correlations between story ratings and textual features are pro-
vided in the first row of Table 1. Stories that had higher ratings of
quality or appeal tended to have less concrete words. There were
also trends for higher-rated stories to be longer (p � .083) and to
contain more negatively valenced emotion words (p � .062), and

less words related to sex (p � .058). The number of readers, word
frequency and arousal, and the presence of words about religion
and death were not strongly related to story ratings.

Unique effects of textual features on ratings. In order to
examine the unique contribution of these different textual features,
we conducted a mixed-effects regression. Table 2 provides the
estimates, standard errors, confidence intervals, p values, and
effect sizes for each predictor (fixed effect) included in our linear
mixed-effects model. Stories that were more highly rated were
longer (� � .13, SE � .00, 95% CI [.13, .14], p � .001) and they

Table 1
Correlations Between Textual Features and Story Ratings in Study 1

Feature Statistic Words Readers Frequency Valence Arousal Concrete Sexual Religion Death

Rating rs .13 �.01 .07 �.14 �.01 �.15 �.14 .02 .09
(95% CI) (�.02, .28) (�.15, .13) (�.09, .23) (�.28, 0) (�.14, .11) (�.29, �.02) (�.27, �.01) (�.12, .18) (�.05, .24)
p .083 .930 .349 .062 .909 .045 .058 .752 .250

Words rs — .04 .08 �.01 �.04 �.07 �.02 .11 �.03
(95% CI) (�.10, .18) (�.08, .24) (�.18, .17) (�.17, .1) (�.21, .09) (�.17, .13) (�.06, .27) (�.17, .12)
p .565 .278 .894 .618 .397 .785 .169 .699

Readers rs — �.13 .04 .26 .20 .43 �.09 �.18
(95% CI) (�.27, .01) (�.11, .18) (.12, .40) (.04, .37) (.29, .56) (�.23, .06) (�.32, �.05)
p .091 .625 �.001 .009 �.001 .230 .017

Frequency rs — .39 �.28 �.63 �.11 �.07 �.16
(95% CI) (.24, .52) (�.42, �.14) (�.72, �.51) (�.25, .03) (�.22, .1) (�.31, 0)
p �.001 �.001 �.001 .146 .394 .034

Valence rs — �.35 �.25 .12 �.14 �.45
(95% CI) (�.50, �.19) (�.39, �.11) (�.02, .25) (�.28, .02) (�.55, �.32)
p �.001 .001 .118 .072 �.001

Arousal rs — .26 .45 .16 .26
(95% CI) (.11, .42) (.32, .58) (.02, .3) (.12, .39)
p �.001 .004 .032 .001

Concrete rs — .22 �.16 0
(95% CI) (.07, .37) (�.3, �.02) (�.17, .16)
p .004 .032 .964

Sexual rs — .02 �.18
(95% CI) (�.16, .19) (�.31, �.04)
p .821 .020

Religion rs — .20
(95% CI) (.04, .35)
p .009

Note. Words � Number of words in the story. All confidence intervals are bootstrapped based on 1,000 resamples, bias-corrected and accelerated.
Correlations in which confidence intervals do not include zero are in bold.

Table 2
Unique Effects of Textual Features on Story Ratings in Study 1

Story ratings

Feature � SE 95% CI p ES

Words .13 .00 .13, .14 �.001 .51
Readers �.02 .00 �.03, �.02 �.001 .14
Frequency .03 .01 .01, .04 �.001 .14
Valence �.02 .00 �.03, �.02 �.001 .15
Arousal .00 .01 �.01, .01 .998 .00
Concrete �.04 .01 �.05, �.03 �.001 .12
Sex �.01 .01 �.02, �.00 .023 .10
Religion �.00 .00 �.01, .00 .362 .05
Death .00 .00 �.01, .01 .399 .05

Note. Words � Number of words in the text; ES � Effect size indicating
the difference in the value of a rating when there is a maximal change in
a given predictor. SD (random effect) � .21; SD (residual) � .74; R2 � .10.
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also tended to be read by fewer people, � � �.02, SE � .00, 95%
CI [�.03, �.02], p � .001.

From our predictors of interest, several textual features were
related to the story ratings, including valence, concreteness, fre-
quency, and the presence of sexual words. Stories with more
negatively valenced words were given higher ratings, � � �.02,
SE � .00, 95% CI [�.03, �.02], p � .001. Stories also had higher
ratings if they contained less concrete words (� � �.04, SE � .01,
95% CI [�.05, �.03], p � .001) and more frequently occurring
words, � � .03, SE � .01, 95% CI [.01, .04], p � .001. Stories
received lower ratings if they contained more sexual words,
� � �.01, SE � .01, 95% CI [�.02, �.00], p � .023. However,
the other affective themes (i.e., religion, death) and the arousal of
words did not contribute to story ratings.

Discussion

The results of Study 1 suggest that, in terms of emotion, readers
find negatively valenced content more appealing in a short story.
This supports the theory that tension, conflict, and other negative
events make for compelling stories (Fiedler, 1982; Hogan, 1997).
It is also consistent with research showing that viewers can enjoy
films that elicit negative emotions (Igartua, 2010; Oliver, 1993).
However, the zero-order correlation between negatively valenced
words and ratings was weak and it did not pass our threshold for
statistical significance, so it should be treated provisionally, espe-
cially given the number of tests. Additionally, the unique effect of
negatively valenced content on ratings was small. A maximum
decrease in the valence of a given word uniquely contributed to
just a 3% increase in a story’s rating (see Table 2). In other words,
the story’s rating would increase by only 0.15 of a point if we the
valence of one of its words changed from 1 to 9. However, this
effect is for a change regarding a single word, and effects would
likely accumulate across several words and possibly interact within
the context of a story’s theme.

Surprisingly, the arousal level of words did not impact ratings.
When it came to emotional themes, only the presence of words
related to sex had an effect, resulting in lower ratings. To interpret
this finding, it is likely important to consider the characteristics of
the readers (e.g., age, cultural values), as well as their expectations.
Some readers may be offended by sexual content or find it dis-
tasteful. Unfortunately, one limitation of this study is that ratings
were provided anonymously, so there is no demographic informa-
tion available about the readers or the criteria they used when
evaluating the stories. Another possibility for this result is that
poor writers might rely on salacious content to attract and hold
reader interest, but this proves to be an unsuccessful strategy.

Another surprising finding is that less concrete word usage
predicted higher ratings for stories, which was the opposite of what
we predicted. In Kao and Jurafsky’s (2012) study, professional
poets tended to use concrete words more often compared to am-
ateur poets. These researchers concluded that professional poets
use concrete words to facilitate imagery, since these words evoke
sensory representations; these images would show, rather than tell,
the abstract conceptions being communicated (Kao & Jurafsky,
2012). In other words, skilled poets resist the temptation to gen-
eralize or state their abstract ideas explicitly, which may set their
poetry apart from amateur poetry. The discrepancy between these
findings and our own could be explained in at least two separate

ways. First, concrete detail may be especially valued in poetry
relative to fiction, since poems are meant to provide brief snap-
shots of a subject or experience, rather than develop a narrative
plot. In contrast, stories may better accommodate more than one
approach to communicating ideas, including both demonstrations
through concrete exemplars and abstract generalizations. The ap-
peal of concrete language may therefore depend on genre: con-
creteness may be more appealing in a poem, but less appealing in
a story. Alternatively, or in addition, the appeal of concrete lan-
guage might depend on audience factors: the characteristics of the
readers. In Kao and Jurafsky’s (2012) study, the appeal of a poem
was determined by the eminence of its writer and, consequently,
based on critical acclaim from the literary community. In contrast,
our short stories were rated by an online community of readers and
writers. Concrete language might hold a different appeal for liter-
ary critics compared to a more amateur or lay audience. Perhaps
people who read for leisure or entertainment (e.g., those visiting
the website) prefer to be provided with abstractions, generaliza-
tions, and conclusions, which could involve less challenge or cogni-
tive effort. A future study involving fictional and poetic texts, as well
as ratings from literary experts and nonexperts, might be useful to
uncover whether either, both, or neither of these two explanations is
true.

Consistent with the notion that less challenging stories are more
appealing for this particular audience, the use of more frequent
words uniquely predicted higher ratings. The presence of frequently
occurring words is a feature often used to gauge the difficulty or
readability of a text (Breland, 1996), suggesting that readers in our
study may have evaluated more easily readable stories more favor-
ably. Alternatively, word frequency may be indicative of a writer’s
skill, with better writers discarding unnecessary or superfluous lan-
guage in favor of writing simply and concisely.3 However, the effect
of word frequency on ratings was small (with individual words having
a maximum effect of less than 3%), and this association did not
emerge when examining zero-order correlations.

Evidence of a positive association between word frequency and
story ratings also seems inconsistent with our prediction that using
language in unique or creative ways will contribute to a story’s
appeal. However, using language creatively may not necessarily
involve using novel or uncommon words. Instead, it might mean
using common words in uncommon ways, deviating from pho-
netic, grammatical, or semantic conventions (Mukařovský, 1976).
The appeal of phonetic, grammatical, or semantic deviations were
not captured in our current analysis. Although this topic has been
examined empirically in various ways (e.g., Miall & Kuiken, 1994),
it remains a future direction for corpus-analytic methods.

Some findings from Study 1 are difficult to interpret because we
have no information about our readers, their motivations for read-
ing a given story, and their rating criteria. Some visitors to this
website may have been reading and rating stories not for leisure or
entertainment, but simply to support or critique the work of friends
or peers. Alternatively, they may have been amateur writers as
well, reading stories to gain inspiration for their own work. Given
these possibilities, the website ratings may not reflect what a

3 We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out that the process of
becoming a good writer involves discarding unnecessary vocabulary and
prose and that skilled writers may use more concise language.
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general sample of readers finds appealing. These potential short-
comings were addressed in our Study 2 by collecting our own
sample of writers and raters and establishing multiple rating cri-
teria.

Study 2

In Study 2, we investigated whether textual features can predict
a fictional work’s appeal in a controlled laboratory setting. We
restricted the time and resources of writers and the content of their
writing, by designing a task that focuses on creating one important
element of a story: a character. Arguably, the most important feature
of a fictional narrative is its characters (Hogan, 2003; Miall, 1988). In
Flaubert’s five-stage theory of creative writing, the first step is creat-
ing an initial character sketch (De Biasi, 2002; Oatley & Djikic,
2008). This sketch, or outline or plan, is a foundational step in a
character’s depiction. In this study, we asked a sample of undergrad-
uate students to create a character sketch by writing a description of
a character, based on a portrait photograph of a man, in 5 minutes.
After the character sketches were created, an entirely different group
of students were recruited to rate the characters depicted in the
sketches. This helps address concerns with Study 1, regarding un-
known rater motivations. By recruiting known samples of writers and
raters, it becomes unlikely that the sketches are being read and rated
to provide support for peers or as a source of inspiration.

In this study, we also improved on Study 1 by employing
predetermined rating criteria, both decomposing appeal into sep-
arate components and providing descriptions of how these com-
ponents should be rated. Students rated the sketches on three
dimensions: interest (the character’s ability to capture attention),
likability (feeling warmth toward the character), and complexity
(whether the character is multidimensional and realistic). We in-
cluded these various rating dimensions to capture different aspects
of characters that could appeal to readers. Even if characters were
not likable, they could still elicit interest or be compelling, which
is often the case for villains or antiheroes (Ruiz, 2015). Interest in
these types of characters might stem from different sources, in-
cluding a desire to feel better about one’s own flaws (Mares &
Cantor, 1992). Villains or antiheroes could also be interesting or
compelling because they explore dark or forbidden aspects of our
own personalities, or of human nature. Gaining insight into all of
human nature, even its dark facets, may be one motivation for
engaging with narratives (Nabi, Finnerty, Domschke, & Hull,
2006; Oliver & Raney, 2011; Zillmann, 2000).

To replicate and extend Study 1, we examined whether simple
textual features of these character sketches predicted the depicted
characters’ interest, likability, and/or complexity. Since characters
are central to works of fiction (Gardner, 1984), we anticipated that
some of the predictors of story ratings uncovered in Study 1 might
also predict character ratings here in Study 2. Specifically, we
expected that characters described with more negative words
would be more interesting, but perhaps less likable. This finding
would provide evidence consistent with Study 1 that negative
content is appealing to readers, but clarify that this appeal is related
to interest rather than some other aspect of appeal.

Given that characters are just one element of fictional works,
however, we anticipated possible differences in findings between
Studies 1 and 2. In terms of concreteness, the development of
characters in a short sketch might depend on generalizations or

abstractions of the character’s personality and behavior. On the
other hand, in a sketch, characters may be better conveyed using
concrete language. Sketches could resemble poetry in that they
provide brief snapshots of a character, rather than developing a
plot or narrative. The depicted characters might therefore appear
more interesting, likable, or complex if the sketches refer to
concrete objects or behaviors, describing where the character lives
and what he does for example. Due to these competing possibili-
ties, we did not make a directional prediction about how concrete
language would affect character ratings.

Method

Study 2 had two stages. In the first stage, one set of participants
created written sketches of characters. In the second stage of the
study, a different set of participants rated the depicted characters
with respect to how interesting, likable, and complex they were.

Participants. Participants in both stages of the study were un-
dergraduate students enrolled in an introductory psychology course at
a university in Ontario. A sample of 207 students completed
character sketches (142 females). Their mean age was 20.68
(SD � 4.18). In the second stage of the study, a different sample
of 247 participants (recruited from the same introductory course,
but 2 years later) rated a subset of the depicted characters in the
second stage of the study. Before any data analysis was performed,
we removed data from 103 raters because they were identified as
inattentive responders. To determine inattentive responding, we
included two fake character sketches with specific rating instruc-
tions embedded within the text (e.g., “respond with a ‘3’ for the
ratings corresponding to this description,” akin to the Conscien-
tious Responders Scale; Marjanovic, Struthers, Cribbie, & Green-
glass, 2014). When raters did not follow the instructions for either
of these fake sketches, we inferred that they were not reading the
sketches carefully and we excluded their data (for more details, see
Maslej, Oatley, & Mar, 2017). With these participants excluded,
our final sample for the second stage included 144 raters (114
female) with a mean age of 19.64 (SD � 4.08). Each character
description was rated by a mean number of 20.6 individuals (SD �
2.73), ranging from 13–28 raters.

Materials.
Character creation task. Participants in the first stage of the

study were given a head-and-shoulders photograph of a man.
Based on this photograph, they were instructed to create an imag-
inary person in the same way a writer creates a fictional character.
They were asked not to copy an existing character (e.g., that they
have seen on TV or read about in a book). Each participant had 5
minutes to type out a description of this character in a text box. To
begin, 205 participants were asked to complete this task. However,
character descriptions were missing for nine participants due to
computer error or because they did not complete the task, leaving
a final sample of 196 character sketches.

Perceptions of characters. Participants in the second stage of
our study rated the character sketches produced in the first stage on
interest, likability, and complexity. Each rater read a random
subset of 28 character depictions from the 196 eligible sketches
generated by first-stage participants. Characters were rated on the
three dimensions, each measured with a single question (e.g.,
“How interested are you in this character?”). Each question was
accompanied by three subquestions placed in parentheses, to elab-
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orate on what participants should consider when rating that dimen-
sion (e.g., for the interest item: “Would you be interested in
reading a book or watching a movie that had this character in it?”).
Briefly, the interest dimension included subquestions about whether
raters wanted to know or read more about the character, and whether
the character captured their attention. The likability subquestions
asked raters whether they felt warmth toward the character and
wanted to spend time with him. The complexity subquestions asked
about how easily raters could imagine the character, and whether the
character was detailed and multifaceted. Raters provided one response
to each dimension on a scale from 1 (Not at all) to 7 (Very much).

Word lexicons. To quantify the textual features of these char-
acter sketches, we used the same word lexicons from Study 1. We
did not assess LIWC categories related to religion, death, and sex,
since brief character sketches were unlikely to contain these
themes the way that a complete story would.

Procedure. Both stages of the study were approved by the
university’s research ethics board. We conducted the first stage of
our study in the laboratory. Participants read and agreed to a
consent form outlining the nature of the tasks and questionnaires,
and then they completed the character creation task and other
questionnaires about their traits (unrelated to the present study1).
After completing the study, participants were debriefed and given
course credit for participating.

Participants in the second stage read and agreed to a consent
form, and then completed the character ratings in a randomized
order, using an online survey. After completing the ratings, they
read a debriefing form and received course credit.

Statistical analyses. We examined associations between the
textual features of character sketches and the three rating dimensions
using nonparametric Spearman rank-order correlations to account for
skewness in the data. To examine any unique effects of textual
features on the character dimensions, we constructed three linear

mixed-effects regression models with interest, likability, and com-
plexity ratings as responses, and valence, arousal, concreteness, and
frequency as predictors. In each model, we controlled for the length of
sketches by including the number of words as predictors. We speci-
fied word as a random effect in each model and removed data points
with scaled residuals smaller than 2.5 (approximately 1% of the data).
Plots showing the partial effects of each predictor on the three rating
dimensions are provided in Section B in the online supplemental
materials (https://mfr.ca-1.osf.io/render?url�https://osf.io/8n75g/
?action�download%26mode�render).

Results

The character sketches had a mean length of 129.49 words
(SD � 47.85, Range 19–270). Their mean interest rating was 3.96
(SD � 1.01), average likability was 3.69 (SD � 1.10), and average
complexity was 4.45 (SD � 0.79). Words in the sketches had a
mean valence score of 5.85 (SD � 1.21), a mean arousal of 3.96
(SD � 0.91), a mean concreteness of 3.03 (SD � 1.08), and a mean
frequency of 77,458.40 (SD � 459,663.00). Character sketches
rating highest on each dimension, as well as those scoring highest
on each textual feature, are provided in Section C in the online
supplemental materials (https://mfr.ca-1.osf.io/render?url�https://
osf.io/a2fqd/?action�download%26mode�render).

Correlations among the textual features of the character sketches
were consistent with those reported for Study 1 (correlations are
provided in Table 3). Sketches with negatively valenced words were
more likely to contain arousing words, and sketches with frequently
occurring words were less likely to contain arousing and concrete
words.

Correlations between textual features and character
dimensions. Correlations between the textual features of char-
acter sketches and the rating dimensions are presented in the first

Table 3
Correlations Between Textual Features and Character Ratings in Study 2

Feature Statistic Likeable Complex Words Frequency Valence Arousal Concrete

Interesting rs .33 .78 .43 �.04 �.14 .23 �.19
(95% CI) (.19, .46) (.31, .53) (.31, .53) (�.18, .11) (0, �.28) (.09, .37) (�.04, 32)
p �.001 �.001 �.001 .547 .053 .001 .009

Likeable rs — .30 .28 �.11 .46 �.06 .02
(95% CI) (.17, .43) (.15, .40) (�.25, .05) (.33, .57) (�.19, .08) (�.11, .16)
p �.001 �.001 .122 �.001 .442 .735

Complex rs — .68 �.01 �.08 .18 �.19
(95% CI) (.59, .74) (�.15, .14) (�.22, .05) (.04, .31) (�.32, �.06)
p �.001 .933 .277 .013 .007

Words rs — .06 .09 .06 �.22
(95% CI) (�.10, .21) (�.05, .22) (�.10, .19) (�.35, �.07)
p .420 .203 .441 .002

Frequency rs — .07 �.24 �.26
(95% CI) (�.07, .20) (�.38, �.10) (�.39, �.13)
p .351 �.001 �.001

Valence rs — �.15 .04
(95% CI) (�.28, �.01) (�.11, .17)
p .035 .605

Arousal rs — .02
(95% CI) (�.12, .17)
p .733

Note. Words � Number of words in the story. All confidence intervals are bootstrapped based on 1,000 resamples, bias-corrected and accelerated.
Correlations in which confidence intervals do not include zero are in bold.
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three rows of Table 3. Longer sketches were rated as more inter-
esting, more likable, and more complex. None of the rating di-
mensions were related to word frequency.

Character sketches that were rated as more interesting tended to
have more arousing words, but fewer concrete words. Consistent
with Study 1, these sketches also had more negatively valenced
words, but this effect just failed to pass threshold for statistical
significance (p � .053). More likable characters were depicted
with more positively valenced words, but likability was not related
to arousal or concreteness. Finally, characters rated as more com-
plex tended to be described using more arousing words and less
concrete words. The emotional valence of words in the sketches
was not related to complexity, however.

Unique effects of textual features on character dimensions.
We examined the unique effects of the textual features on charac-
ter dimensions in three separate linear mixed-effects models. Es-
timates, standard errors, confidence intervals, p values, and effect
sizes corresponding to each predictor for each rating dimension are
listed in Table 4.

Word frequency was not a predictor of interest, but longer
character sketches tended to be judged as more interesting, � �
.32, SE � .01, 95% CI [.30, .34], p � .001. In contrast, valence
was a negative predictor of interest, so characters that were de-
scribed with more negatively valenced words were perceived as
more interesting, � � �.06, SE � .01, 95% CI [�.08, �.03], p �
.001. Arousal was also a positive predictor, with character sketches
containing more arousing words being more interesting, � � .03,
SE � .01, 95% CI [.00, .06], p � .015. Lastly, concreteness was
a negative predictor, with character sketches containing less con-
crete words being more interesting, � � �.04, SE � .02, 95% CI
[�.07, �.01], p � .011.

As with interest, longer texts depicted more likable characters,
� � .21, SE � .01, 95% CI [.18, .23], p � .001. Characters were
rated as more likable when they were described with more posi-
tively valenced words (� � .11, SE � .01, 95% CI [.08, .14], p �
.001) and less arousing words, � � �.04, SE � .02, 95% CI
[�.07, �.01], p � .019. Word concreteness and frequency were
not predictors of likability.

Longer texts depicted more complex characters, � � .41, SE �
.01, 95% CI [.40, .42], p � .001. As with interest, more complex
characters were described with more negatively valenced words,
� � �.03, SE � .01, 95% CI [�.04, �.02], p � .001. Arousal was
not a predictor of complexity, but concreteness was a negative
predictor, such that the presence of less concrete words in the

sketch was associated with higher ratings of complexity,
� � �.02, SE � .01, 95% CI [�.04, �.01], p � .009. Word
frequency did not predict the complexity of the depicted char-
acters.

Discussion

The findings from Study 2 were consistent with Study 1, while
also demonstrating the value of decomposing appeal into various
dimensions. When it comes to emotional content in character
sketches, textual features appear to have different effects depend-
ing on the particular aspect of appeal in question. Characters rated
as more likable tended to be described using positive words, with
likable characters also described with less arousing words (con-
trolling for the other textual features). Since likability was based
on feeling warmth toward the character and wanting to spend time
with him, it seems reasonable that likable characters should con-
tain positive, and perhaps calming, attributes. Readers might also
like characters (and by extension stories) that are positive or
pleasant, perhaps because these characteristics elicit a happy or
pleasant mood (Forgas, 2003; Josephson, Singer, & Salovey,
1996).

In contrast, interesting characters were described using negative
and arousing words. It therefore seems that readers are drawn
toward characters that elicit negative emotions or possess arousing
characteristics, or perhaps ones that do negative or exciting things.
Although readers may not necessarily like these characters, they
can still be compelled or intrigued by such characters. An attrac-
tion to negative characters has been explored in research on
parasocial interaction, which refers to a tendency to interact with
fictional characters as though they were real people (Tian &
Hoffner, 2010). These interactions can occur with disliked or
fearful characters (Dibble & Rosaen, 2011; Tian & Hoffner, 2010),
perhaps because of the interest elicited by their negative and
intense or arousing features.

The textual features that predicted interest were also related to
complexity, with complex characters described with arousing
words, and negatively valenced content uniquely predicting com-
plexity. These findings suggest that believable characters are mul-
tifaceted, possessing negative or emotionally intense attributes in
addition to more typical or positive characteristics. Complex char-
acters also tended to be described using abstract words, perhaps
because abstractions and generalizations convey more information
about a character than concrete details, at least in a brief sketch.

Table 4
Unique Effects of Linguistic Features on Character Ratings in Study 2

Interest Likeability Complexity

Feature � SE 95% CI p ES � SE 95% CI p ES � SE 95% CI p ES

Frequency .02 .02 �.02, .05 .293 .08 .00 .02 �.03, .04 .966 .00 �.00 .01 �.02, .01 .751 .01
Words .32 .01 .30, .34 �.001 1.64 .21 .01 .18, .23 �.001 1.04 .41 .01 .40, .42 �.001 2.09
Valence �.06 .01 �.08, �.03 �.001 .36 .11 .01 .08, .14 �.001 .69 �.03 .01 �.04, �.02 �.001 .19
Arousal .03 .01 .00, .06 .015 .22 �.04 .02 �.07, �.01 .019 .24 .01 .01 �.00, .03 .137 .08
Concrete �.04 .02 �.07, �.01 .011 .14 �.02 .02 �.05, .02 .361 .05 �.02 .01 �.04, �.01 .009 .08

Note. Words � Number of words in the text. ES � Effect size indicating the difference in the value of a rating when there is a maximal change in a given
predictor. Interest: SD (random effect) � .24; SD (residual) � .85; R2 � .21. Likeability: SD (random effect) � .25; SD (residual) � .10; R2 � .14.
Complexity: SD (random effect) � .09; SD (residual) � .53; R2 � .34.
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Overall, the findings of Study 2 suggest that negative and
abstract content is appealing in fiction, by way of eliciting interest
or exhibiting complexity. This discovery was only possible after
decomposing appeal into different dimensions (unlike in Study 1),
proving that these dimensions are unique and dissociable. These
findings are also consistent with Study 1, which is rather remark-
able given the differences between the two studies. In Study 2, we
focused on just one element of fiction (characters), and the texts
were generated by a different population in a completely different
context. The fact that we observe such consistency regardless of
whether the texts involve entire stories or just characters, and
regardless of whether they are generated and rated spontaneously
in a naturalistic context for individual satisfaction or as part of a
laboratory task, speaks to the robustness of this phenomenon.
Moreover, this consistency in what predicts literary appeal also
emerged despite a wide variety of different types of stories, char-
acters, and raters.

At the same time, some of the divergent findings between our
two studies offer intriguing directions for future work. For exam-
ple, emotional arousal did not predict the appeal of short stories,
but it was differentially related to the interest, complexity, and
likability of characters. Future research should examine why
arousal plays a role in the appeal of fictional characters, but not
stories in general.

General Discussion

In the current set of studies, we used a corpus linguistics
approach to address the question of what makes some works of
fiction more appealing than others. Specifically, we examined
whether simple, surface-level textual features of fictional works
could predict their appeal to readers. In Study 1, we used an
ecologically valid sample of spontaneously generated stories from
a public website, and found that negatively valenced, abstract, and
frequently occurring words uniquely predicted greater appeal for
short stories, but the arousal of words or the presence of affective
themes did not. The one exception to the latter finding was the
presence of sexual content, which actually resulted in more neg-
ative evaluations for stories. In Study 2, we moved to a controlled
laboratory setting, focusing on one important aspect of fiction:
characters. We also expanded our measurement of appeal, decom-
posing this into ratings of interest, likability, and complexity.
Consistent with Study 1, characters described with negative, arous-
ing, and abstract words tended to be rated as more interesting and
complex. In contrast, characters described with positive and calm
words were viewed as more likable.

In both of our studies, we found evidence of a positive relation
between negatively valenced content and more appeal for short
stories and character sketches, validating past theorizing (Fiedler,
1982). In Study 1, this association emerged even though individual
readers may have evaluated the stories based on different criteria,
and likely had different literary preferences, motivations for read-
ing, and expectations for these stories. The results of Study 2
additionally suggest that these positive evaluations might be based
on characters being seen as more interesting or complex, but not
necessarily more likable.

There are many reasons why readers might find negative content
in fiction to be interesting. This interest may be part of a more
global, and robust, attentional bias toward negative stimuli (Baumeis-

ter, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001), which is thought to have
evolved so individuals can quickly react to aversive or threatening
circumstances in the environment (Öhman, Lundqvist, & Esteves,
2001). In addition, readers be attracted to stories that depict difficult
or challenging circumstances, because these depictions provide them
with information on how best to cope with such circumstances (Nabi
et al., 2006; Zillmann, 2000). Alternatively, observing a protagonist
who is in a bad situation may make readers feel better about their own
circumstances (Mares & Cantor, 1992). In exploring the topic of the
appeal of negative media, Oliver and Raney (2011) argue that indi-
viduals have an intrinsic need to gain insight into human nature by
deriving meaning, truth, or purpose from the world around them,
which includes narratives. Characters that grapple with negative ex-
periences—such as failure, frailty, or mortality—tend to pose ques-
tions about human nature and perhaps facilitate insight into questions
regarding our own existence. These types of stories may not be
pleasant or enjoyable, necessarily, but they can certainly be insightful.

Future research into the appeal of negative and abstract content
should examine the context and meaning of these surface-level
features, perhaps in a qualitative analysis. The negatively valenced
character sketches involve a variety of negative depictions: char-
acters that have negative traits (are boring or mean), do negative
things (steal cars), and/or find themselves in negative situations
(falsely accused of murder; Section C in the online supplemental
materials). A corpus linguistic approach such as ours cannot dif-
ferentiate between these different depictions, and so a qualitative
analysis is required to determine if they may differentially affect
appeal. Any effect of the context of these negative depictions could
be further complicated by the motivations of readers. Readers
might find some kinds of negative content more or less appealing
depending on whether they are reading stories to feel better about
themselves or to extract lessons and gain insights (Mares & Can-
tor, 1992; Nabi et al., 2006; Zillmann, 2000).

Although the effect of text length was not a primary focus of our
studies, it emerged as a robust predictor of story and character
ratings, with readers consistently giving longer texts higher rat-
ings. In this case, text length might be a proxy for effort. Individ-
uals who wrote longer stories or character sketches may have
dedicated more effort to the task, developing the narrative more
fully or generating a more complete representation of the character
and his life. Notably, all of our regressions control for length, so
these results cannot be attributed to length or effort only. Alterna-
tively, the length of a story or character sketch might help facilitate
appeal by way of increased exposure.

One strength of these two studies is that they investigate the
impact of the same textual features in two very different contexts:
in a naturalistic setting out in the real world and in a controlled
laboratory setting. In Study 1, we compiled existing stories and
ratings from a public website, so the short stories we analyzed
reflect literature that is produced in a natural and realistic manner
(by an online community of novice writers). Website users also
provided their ratings in an entirely ecologically valid context,
choosing the stories they wished to read and rate. Furthermore,
using these ratings allowed us to examine the responses of every-
day readers, who tend to be underrepresented in corpus-based
studies of literature. Corpus linguistic studies often examine works
from eminent, critically acclaimed writers (McIntyre, 2012; Morini,
2016; Murphy, 2015), under the assumption that a text valued by the
literary community is of high quality and should be appealing to
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readers (Kao & Jurafsky, 2012). When it comes to assessing literature,
however, the opinions of readers with and without literary training
seem to diverge (Peskin, 1998). Examining the appeal of fiction
therefore requires input from different types of readers, including
those without literary training.

Although Study 1 possessed high ecological validity, it lacked
control. We do not know, and could not control, how these writers
wrote their stories, the time they allocated to their writing, where
they found their inspiration, and so forth. We also cannot know
how readers decided to evaluate these stories, whether they pro-
vided more than one rating for a story, or if they were biased in
some way (e.g., giving favorable ratings to friends, or only rating
stories they enjoyed). Readers and raters self-selected to partici-
pate on this website, and so the population they represent might be
rather circumscribed (i.e., aspiring writers who participate in on-
line forums). We were able to address some of these issues in
Study 2. By conducting this study in the lab, we knew more about
who our writers were, limited the time they were given to write,
and provided the same single photograph to all writers to serve as
inspiration. Moreover, we controlled the rating process, ensuring
that all raters only provided one set of ratings per sketch and used
explicit instructions for the criteria on which they were to base
their ratings. Which sketches each participant rated was also com-
pletely randomized, and the samples for both writers and raters in
this study were rather diverse and not as narrow as in Study 1.
These differences between Studies 1 and 2 means that we balanced
the strengths and weaknesses of the two broad approaches (natu-
ralistic vs. laboratory), suggesting that the converging results we
observed across the two studies are rather robust. Integrating our
findings across Studies 1 and 2 may elucidate what criteria are
being used to provide the generic ratings in Study 1. The textual
features of stories that predicted these ratings were the same as the
textual features that predicted how interesting or complex the
characters were in Study 2 (i.e., negative valence and abstract-
ness). This similarity in findings suggests that the website users
used interest and/or complexity as their rating criteria. Given that
generic ratings are often used to provide recommendations for
books, films, and other media (e.g., on GoodReads or IMDB), it is
useful to conduct research into what these ratings reflect and how
rating criteria might vary depending on genre or other factors.

Lastly, in both studies, the combined textual features we mea-
sured accounted for 10–30% of the variance in ratings (see Tables
1 and 2). However, it is important to note that in many cases the
size of the individual effects we observed were small. This is
perhaps not surprising, because stories and characters are complex
constructs and we are looking at very simple surface-level char-
acteristics. Additionally, our regressions capture the effects of
individual words, not sentences or entire stories or character
sketches. When combined, however, these textual features were
most successful at predicting character complexity (accounting for
34% of the variance), compared to the other dimensions of appeal.
This may be because the length of the character sketches was an
important predictor of complexity (maximally affecting this rating
by almost 30%). Developing a multifaceted character that is easy
for a reader to imagine may benefit from including more detail,
resulting in a lengthier character sketch. Including more detail may
be less important for establishing a character’s interest or likabil-
ity, which may be tied to other textual features that have less
predictive power, such as emotional valence. Our textual features

accounted for the least amount of variance in the ratings of entire
stories in Study 1 (10%). Stories are more complex constructs than
brief character sketches and explaining their appeal may require a
larger set of textual features, as well as consideration of deeper
levels below surface characteristics. There are likely other influ-
ential textual features that our analyses did not capture, and these
remain to be investigated in future work.

Thus, our results offer a useful starting point for future corpus
linguistic investigations into the appeal of fiction. Here we have
examined short stories and character sketches. Future work should
examine other elements of fiction, such as setting and plot. An-
other important direction for future work is examining longer texts,
such as entire novels, as well as different narrative modalities, such
as TV shows and film. Many novels and film scripts are publicly
available and are associated with ratings (on sites like GoodReads
and IMDB), making this research highly feasible. Applying lin-
guistic approaches to longer form texts also allows for the ability
to capture more complex features, such as changes in emotional
valence or abstractness over the course of a narrative.

In closing, our findings point to some interesting nuances in how
readers respond to short stories and fictional characters. It seems
that negative content draws interest: a story without conflict,
turmoil, or a problem is boring and unsuccessful (Fiedler, 1982).
At the same time, positive or calming content may be important for
developing fondness toward a character. Although different read-
ers undoubtedly find various aspects of fiction appealing for many
different reasons, our research demonstrates that some observable
consistencies emerge across various types of stories, characters,
and readers. In this way, our findings provide a valuable starting
point for understanding which of these aspects are important and
how they might come together to appeal to readers.
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